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Abst ract - -The  problem of solving fuzzy relation equations (I) based on Boolean-type implications 
is studied in the present paper. Decomposition of fuzzy relation equations (I) based on Boolean-type 
implications i presented in a finite case. The solution existence of fuzzy relation equations (I) based 
on Boolean-type implications i studied, and for nice Boolean-type implications, some new solvability 
criteria based upon the notion of "solution matrices" are discussed. The complete solution set of 
fuzzy relation equation (I) based on Boolean-type implication can be determined by the maximal 
solution set of this equation, which is finite. An effective method to solve fuzzy relation equations (I) 
based on Boolean-type implications i proposed. © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Boo lean- type  implications, Nice Boolean-type implications, Fuzzy relation equatioas, 
Maximal solutions, Mean solution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that fuzzy relation equations (FREs) are widely used in fuzzy systems, decision 
making, fuzzy inference, fault diagnosis, etc. The two types of FREs are sup- t  composition 
FREs and inf-implication composition FREs. Much of the research on sup - t  composition FREs 
have been done [1-7]. Inf-implication composition FREs were first studied by Miyakoshi and 
Shimbo [8], where implication is any R-implication. The importance of inf-implication FREs 
based on Boolean-type implications have been shown in [9-12], where Boolean-type implications 
mainly contain R-implications, S-implications and QL-implications. Inf-implication composition 
FREs based on Boolean-type implications have the following two cases. 
(I) Given A = (aij)n×m , B = (bij)nxk, determine X - (x~j),~×k, such that 
A o ° X = B. (1) 
(II) Given R = (r~j),~×k, B = (bij)~×k, determine X = (xij)~x,~, such that 
X o0 R = B. (2) 
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There is need to talk about the resolution problem of the two types of fuzzy relation equa- 
tions based on Boolean-type implications respectively because the two variables of Boolean-type 
implications 0 are not commutative. We have studied the problem of solving inf-implication 
fuzzy relation equations (I) and also got better research results, where the implication is any 
R-implication [11] or S-implication [12]. In the present paper, we propose a uniform treatment 
of inf-implication composition fuzzy relation equations (I) for all Boolean-type implications. 
The structure of the rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the decomposition 
of FREs is presented, and then we solve the simple equations of 0-Implications. Some solvability 
criteria of FIREs is studied in Section 3. In Section 4, the complete solution set of FREs is 
obtained based on an effective method to find the maximal solution set, and a numerical example 
is presented in Section 5 to illustrate the method in this paper. Conclusions are given in Section 6. 
2. DECOMPOSIT ION OF  FRES AND 
EQUATIONS OF  0 - IMPL ICAT IONS 
In this paper, we assume that the universe of discourse is a finite set. Suppose that X -- 
{Xl, x2 , . . . ,  x~}, Y = {Yl, Y2,... ,  ym}, Nn = {1,2, . . . ,  n}, let F(X)  denote the set of all of fuzzy 
subsets in X, A E F(X) ,  B E F(Y) ,  and R E F(X  x Y). 
Because X and X x Y are finite, any element of F(X)  and F(X  x Y)  can be denoted by a 
vector and n x m matrix, respectively. 
Let 0 be any Boolean-type implication, for a fuzzy relation equation, 
A o ° R = B, (3) 
where A, R, B are n x m matrix, m x k matrix and n x k matrix, respectively. 
Equation (3) can be decomposed as the set of k simpler fuzzy relation equations, 
A o ° r = b, (4) 
where rmx 1 and b,~xl are the column vectors of R, B, respectively. Let rl(A , b) be the solution 
set of equation (4), i.e., ~(A, b) = {r : A o ° r = b}. 
Equation (4) can be further decomposed as a system of n fuzzy relation equations, 
a o ° r = b, (5 )  
where alx,~ be a row vector of A, b E [0, 1]. Let v(a, b) be the solution set of equation (5), i.e., 
rl(a ,b) ={r :ao  ° r=b}.  
It is easily observed that equation (3) has a solution iff the k equations of form (4) have at 
least one solution for all column vectors b of B, and that equation (4) has a solution for an a iff 
all the n equations of form (5) have at least one common solution for a. 
The resolution problem of equation (3) and equation (4) can be converted into the resolution 
of equation (5), so we first consider the simple equation of the form, 
cox = b, (6) 
where a, b E [0, 1] are given, equation (6) is actually a special case of equation (5), n = m = 1. 
It is well known that the equations of form (6) do not have to have a solution. So, in this 
section we mainly discuss the problem of solving equation (6). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 0 be a Boolean-type implication. 0 is called a nice Boolean-type implication 
if O is continuous with respect o the second variable, i.e. Vr E [0, 1], the function f (x)  = xOr : 
[0, 1] --* [0, 11 is continuous. 
REMARK 2.1. Let f :  [0, 1] --~ [0, 1] be a monotone increasing function. From elementary analysis, 
we know that, f is continuous iff (if and only if) f :  [0, 1] --* [f(0), f(1)] is a surjective function. 
Now, we give a solvability criterion for equation (6). 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 0 be a nice Boolean implication, and a, b, x E [0, 1]. The equation aOx = b 
has a so/ution for x iff b E [nO0, a01]. 
For a general Boolean-type implication we can give the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 0 be a Boolean-type implication, and a E [0, 1]. If  the image set of the 
function aOx : [0, 1] --+ [0,1] is denoted by I(a), then the equation aOx = b has a solution iff 
b E I(a). 
PROOF. If the equation aOx = b has a solution for x iff there exists a x0 E [0, 1], such that 
aOxo = b iff b E I(a). I 
For equation (5), Baets got the following result in [1]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 0 be any nice Boolean-type implication. Then, ~?(a, b) 7~ 0 iff inf{x : 
a0x > b} is the smallest solution. 
Let a@°b and a~°b denote the maximal solution and the minimal solution of equation (6), 
respectively (if they exist), i.e., 
a@°b = sup{x e [0, 1]: aOx = b}, 
a~°b = inf{x E [0, 11: aOx = b}. 
If the solution is unique, it is denoted by a ®0 b. 
Based on the above notation, the maximal solution operator (max-SO) Co and the minimal 
solution operator (min-SO) @ are defined as follows 
f a@°b, b e I(a), 
Coo(a, b) t 1, otherwise, (7) 
S a~°b' b E I(a), 
ffJo(a, b) 
t 0, otherwise. 
It is obvious that (8) is equivalent to the following expression 
(8) 
~vo(a, b) = inf{x E [0, 11: aOx > b}. 
When equation (6) has a unique solution, max-SO @ and min-SO ~ are defined as follows 
S a®°b, bEI(a) ,  
Coo(a, b) 
t 1, otherwise, 
f a®°b, bEI(a) ,  
Cvo(a, b) l O, otherwise. 
For the convenience of denoting the maximal solution matrix, we define the following operator 
1, a > b, 
Wmax(a'b)= b, otherwise. (9) 
Some useful properties of Max-SO and Min-SO for any Boolean-type implication are provided 
in the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let r, b 6 [0, 1], and 0 be any nice Boolean-type implication. Then, aOCvo(a, b) >_ b. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let r, b E [0,1], and 8 be any nice Boolean-type implication. Then, Coo(a,b) >_ 
~o(a, b). 
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3. SOLVABIL ITY  CR ITERIA  OF  FRES 
BASED ON BOOLEAN-TYPE  IMPL ICAT IONS 
In this section, we mainly discuss some conditions for the existence of the solution of equa- 
tion (4). We have known equation (4) has a solution iff n equations of form (5) have a common 
solution, so we establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (5). Then, ~(a,b) ~ q} iff there 
exists j • Nm, such that b • I(aj) .  
PROOF. If ~(a, b) ~ ~, then there exists a column vector r, such that a o 0 r ---- b. Thus, there 
exists j • Arm such that ajOrj = b. From Theorem 2.1, we have b • I(aj) .  On the other hand, if 
there exists j • Nm such that b • I(aj),  then there exists a scalar rj • [0,1] such that ajOrj = b. 
We construct a column vector r with ri = 1 for i ~ j. Obviously, r • ~?(a, b). So, 7/(a, b) ¢ ~. | 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let a o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (5) and 0 be a nice Boolean- 
type implication. Then, ~](a, b) ¢ 0 iff there exists j • Nm, such that b • [ajO0, ajO1]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let a o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (5). I f  there exists j • Nm 
such that aj ~ O, then ~(a, b) ~ 0. 
Based on the above conditions for existence of the solution of equation (5), we can easily get 
the conditions for existence of the solution of equation (4). Assume that s(h(a), a) = 1, for any 
QL-implication 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (4). I f  for any i • N,~, there 
exists j • N,~ such that bi • I(aij) and bt if I(alj), Vl • N ,  - {i}, then ~(A,b) # 0. 
PROOf. Define r -- [ri] -1 as follows, 
aij~°bi, 3i  • N,,,bi • I(a,i),bt ¢ I(azj) ,Vl  • N~ - {i}, (10) rj 
[ 1, otherwise, 
for j ---- 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  
From (10), we have Vi • Nn, j • Nm such that bi • I(ai j)  and bl f~ I(alj), Vl • Nn - {i}, 
^0 
aijOrj = aijO(aij® bi) ---- bi. (11) 
For the other case, Vi • N,~, j • Nm such that b~ • I(a~j), or b~ • I(a~j) and 31 • Nn - {i} such 
that bt • I(al j ) ,  from (11), one obtains 
aijOrj = aijO1 -- 1. (12) 
So, from (11) and (12), we get 
S hi, bi C I(aij),  
aijOrj 
1, otherwise, 
for any i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and consequently infjeg,~ (aijOrj) = bi holds for any i E Am. So, Ao°r = b, 
that is, 77(A, b) ~ 0. | 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (4). I f  for any i E Nn, 
there exists j E Nm such that a~j = 0 and azj = 1, V 1 • N,~ - {i}, then ~](A, b) ~ 0. 
In the following, based on the solution matrices, we propose a sufficient and necessary condition 
for the existence of the solution of the fuzzy relation equation of form (4). 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let A o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (4), and 0 be a nice 
Boolean-type implication. The matrix (F¢3)~×,~ is caUed a mean solution matr/x (mean-SM) of 
the fuzzy relation equation, where 
Fiy=~o(a~i, by), V ieN~,  V j~N,~.  
The matrix (F~j)kx,~ is called the minimal solution matr/x (min-SM) of the fuzzy relation equa- 
tion, where 
Fi~=Cvo(a~,by), Vie  Nm, Vy iNg.  
The matrix (Fij)~×m is called the maximal solution matr/x (max-SM), where 
~ij = Wmax( sup ~ik,rij), Vi ~ N,~, Vj  ~ N,~. 
k~N~ 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Ao°r  = b be a fuzzyrelation equation of form (4). IfTl(aj., by) ~ 0, V j E N,~, 
then F.j E u(aj., by), F.j 6 ~(aj., by), V j 6 Nn, where F and F are the min-SM and the mean-SM, 
and aj. and a.j are the jth row and  jth column of the matrix A, respectively. 
PROOF. Since ~/(aj., by) ~ ~, from Lemma 3.1, one obtains there exists i E Nm such that bj E 
I(aji). Thus, Fij -- ajibeby and P~j -= aji~°by, it follows that ajiOFij = bj and ajiOF~j = by. 
On the other hand, let V a, b E [0, 1], since 0 is a nice Boolean-type implication, it follows from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that ajiO#vs(aji,by) >_ bj and ajiO~o(aji, bj) >_ by. So, ajiOFij >__ by and 
ajiOFij > bj. Hence, infieg~(ajiOFij) = by and infiey,.(ayi~Fij) = by, Vj  E Nn. This means 
that F.j c 7](aj.,by) and F.j e rl(aj., by), Vj e N~. | 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let a o e r = b be a fuzzy re/ation equation of form (5). If 7](a, b) ¢ 0, then 
e r/(a, b). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (4). The following properties 
are equivalent. 
(i) ~](A, b) -- O; 
(ii) There exists j 6 N~ such that F.j = 1 and by ~ 1. 
PROOF. (i)=~(ii). If ~](A, b) = ~, then there axe the following two cases. 
(a) There exists j E N,,, 7](aj., by) -~ 0 and by ¢ 1, then for any i E gin, by ~ I(aji), F.j = 1. 
So, ~.j = 1 ; 
(b) ~(aj.,bj) ¢ 0, Vj  E N,.  Since ~](A,b) = 0, if ~ ¢ ~?(A,b), then there exists j E N,  
such that ~ ¢ {(aj., by). It follows from Theorem 3.2 that F.j, ~'.~ ~ ~](aj., by). Therefore, 
from Lemma 3.1, we have Bi ~ Nm such that by ~ I(aji). Then, for any i ~ Nm such 
that by ~ I(aji), one obtains ~i = supFi. ~ Fi. = aji~°by. Furthermore, F.3 > f".j, and 
~ ¢ 4(aj~, by). Hence, {g > a3~°by = F~j. While for any i ~ Nm, such that by ~ I(aj~), 
we have F iy= 1. Thus, F.y = w,~,~(~,F.j) = 1. 
( i i~  i). If F.j = 1, there are the following two cases. 
(a) r'.j = 1; 
(b) F.j # 1, and ~i > F~, Vi ~ Nm. I fF.~ = 1, since by ~ 1, it follows that ai.OF.i = 
aj.01 = 1 ~ by. It means that F.j ~ ~(ai.,by). Thus, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
~(aj.,by) = 0. So, ~(A,b) = O. IfF.~ ~ 1, and ~ > F~, Yi  ~ Nm, then Vi ~ N~ such 
that Fij ~ 1, we have ~i > F~j = a3i~°by. Hence, aj~O~ > ajiOF~j = aj~O(a~°by) = by, 
it follows that for any i ~ Nm, aj~O~ > by. Thus, inf~eg,,(aj~Of~) > bj. Therefore, 
¢ ~](d, b), that is, ¢(A, b) = O. | 
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4. COMPLETE SOLUTION SET  OF  THE FRE 
BASED ON BOOLEAN-TYPE  IMPL ICAT IONS 
Let t = sup F, that is, t = (tl, t2, . . .  , tm), where ti = supj Cvo(aj~, bj), Vi E Nm. The following 
lemma gives another solvability criterion of the fuzzy relation equation of form (4). 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(i) The fuzzy relation equation of form (4) has a solution iff A o ° t <_ b. 
(ii) I f  the fuzzy relation equation of form (4) has a solution, then t is the smallest solution. 
PROOF. 
(i) "If '  part. Since infjeN,~ (aijOti) = infjeN,, (aijO supi Cvo(aij, bi)) >_ infjeN,~(aij0gv0(aij, 
bj)) = bj, then, the inequality A o ° t _> b always holds. So, A o ° t _< b. 
"Only if '  part. Assume that r = ( r l , r2 , . . .  ,rm) is a solution of the fuzzy relation 
equation of form (4), then ajiSrj >_ bi,Vj  6 N,~. Hence, gvo(aij, b~) <_ rj, it follows that 
tj <_ rj. Therefore, infj(a~iOtj) <_ infj(a~jOri) = b~, that is, A o ° t _< b. 
(ii) The proof of "Only if '  part of (i) also shows that if the equation (4) has a solution, then t 
is the smallest solution. | 
Furthermore, we give some useful solvable criterions based on solution matrices. 
(a) ~(A, b)) ~ 0 iff A o ° inf F = b. 
(b) ~(A,b))  # 0 iff A o ° supF = b. 
(c) ~/(aj., bj) ¢ O, V j  E N~, i ffFj. = 1 implies bj = 1, Y j  E Nn. 
(d) ~/(A, b) ¢ 0 iff I'j. = 1 implies bj = 1, Vj C Nn. 
The following theorem shows that the complete solution set of the fuzzy relation equation of 
form (4) is determined by its smallest solution and maximal solutions. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A o ° r = b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (4). / f  r/(A, b) ¢ ¢}, then for 
any a E ~(A, b), there is a maximal element r* in ~(A, b) such that r _< r*, and the maximal set 
of the solution set ~(A, b) is a finite set. 
PROOF. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that t is the smallest solution. Define N(i)  = {j E Nm : 
a~jOtj = b~}, Vi E Am. Then, N(i) ¢ ¢. Let Et = { f  C_ Nm : V i E Nm f n N( i)  contains at least 
one element}. Then, Et is a finite poset under the subset inclusion. Let F be the subset of Et 
including all minimal elements of Et. Hence, F is finite and for any f C Et there exists g E F 
such that g c_ f ,  and the elements of F are not comparable with each other (in other words, the 
elements of F do not contain each other). For any f C Et, construct r f  = (r~,r~,. . .  , r * )  T, 
V f E Et as follows, 
{ . inf{aij® bi : j e N(i)}, j E f,  (13) rj = 1, otherwise. 
In the following we show that M = {r S : f E F} satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
First, for any f C Et, we prove r f  is a solution of the equation (4). If bi = 1, then for any 
j e g ( i ) , t j  = 1. In this case, aij = 0 and r~ = 1. Thus, infj(aijOr~) = 1 = bi. I fbi  < 1, then 
there exists Jo E Nm such that aijoOtjo = b~, so, Jo E N(i). In this case, infj(aijOr~) < aijoOr~o = 
^0 ^0 
aijoO(inf{aijo ® bi :J0 E N(i)}) < a~joO(aijo® bi) = bi. On the other hand, since j e Y( i ) ,  that 
. ^0  is, aigt j  = bi, aij~°bi >_ tj. We have rj = inf{aij® bi : j C N(i)} > inf{tj : j  E N(i)} = tj. 
Hence, inf3(a~jOrj) >_ infj(a~jOtj) = b~. Therefore, r I = ( r~,r~, . . . r~)  T is a solution of the 
equation (4). 
Second, for f~, f2 ~ Et, if f~ c f2, then it is obvious that r[~ <__ rf~ from the definition of r l .  
Third, for any solution r ~ ~(A,b),  we shall prove there exists f E F such that r < rf .  Let 
N'(i) = {j E Nm : a~Or~ = b~}, then g' ( i )  ~ ~ and N'(i) C_ g( i ) .  Construct E~ = {f  C Arm : 
Vi ~ Nmf  N N'( i)  contains at least one element}, then it is obvious that E~ C Et. We show 
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that for any f • E r , r  < rf ,  then there is f • Fsuchthat  r < ry. I f j  • f ,  V f  • Er, then 
^0 . aijOrj = b{,Vj • N'(i). So, rj <_ aij~°b~. It follows that rj _< inf{a{j® b~ : j • N(i)} -- r j .  
Therefore, r >_ ry,V f • Er. 
Fourth, we show that M = {ry : f • F} is the maximal subset of the solution set r/(A, b) of 
equation (4). The left is only shown that all elements of M are not comparable with each other. 
Since F is minimal, for any f l , f2 • F, there exist j l  • f l  and j2 • f2 such that j l  ~ f2,j2 ¢~ fl. 
In this case, the j2th coordinate of rfl is 1, and the j l th  coordinate of rs2 is 1. While both 
the j l  th coordinate of r fl and the jth coordinate of ry 2 are not equal to 1. This means that r f, 
and r f2 are not comparable. Therefore, M is the maximal subset of the solution set ~(A, b) of 
the equation (4). I 
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.1 provides us a method of calculating all maximal solutions 
when the fuzzy relation equation of form (4) has a solution, and we present it in the following. 
Step 1 Calculate the smallest solution t. 
Step 2 Calculate N(i), for any i • Nn, where N(i) = {j • Nm : a~jOtj = bi}. 
Step 3 Calculate the solution matrix F = (Fij). 
Step 4 Calculate the set Et and the minimal subset F of the set Et, where Et = {f C_ Nm :Vi • 
N~, f M N(i) contains at least one element}, F is the minimal subset of Et as a poset 
under subset inclusion. 
Step 5 Calculate the set M = {rf : f • F} as in (13) giving the set of the maximal solutions of 
equation (4). 
o 
In this section, we mainly 
posed in this paper. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let A o ° r = 
A NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
introduce a numerical example to illustrate the methodology pro- 
b be a fuzzy relation equation of form (4). 
0.3 0.8 0.6 0.2 / 
0.4 0.6 0.7 0.3 
A= bT=(0 .2  0.3 0.3 0.4). 
0.5 0.4 0.8 0.5 ' 
0.8 0.3 0.5 0.4 
Let 0 be the Zadeh implication Rz(a, b) ---- (1 - a) V (a A b), Va, b • [0, 1]. Calculate F as: 
= 
000 / 0.4
0 0 0 
0 0 0.3 
0 0 0 
Then, t = (0.4, 0, 0.3, 0) T. It is easy to verify that t is the smallest solution of the equation 
A o ° t -- b. Calculate the solution matrix F and F as: 
1 1 1 0_4\ 
0.2 1 1 
1 0.3 0.3 
1 1 1 
Then, N(1) -- {2},N(2) = {3},N(3) --= (3} and N(4) -= {1}. In this case, Et --- ((1,2,3}} and 
F -- ((1, 2, 3}}. The solution corresponding to the set (1, 2, 3} is (0.4, 0, 0.3, 1) T. Therefore, the 
minimal set is M -- {(0.4, 0, 0.3, 1)T}, and the complete solution set is ~/(A, b) = {(0.4, 0, 0.3, a) T : 
a • [0, i ]}. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, the resolution problem of the fuzzy relation equation (I) is studied. 
The general decomposition of fuzzy relation equations (I) based on Boolean-type implications is 
first given in a finite case. Then, the solution existence of fuzzy relation equations (I) based on 
Boolean-type implications is studied, and for nice Boolean-type implications, some new solvability 
criteria based upon the notion of "solution matrices" are discussed. Finally, an effective method 
is given to solve the fuzzy relation equation (I) based on Boolean-type implications by introducing 
the notation of "solution matrices", and the maximal solution set of the fuzzy relation equation (I) 
is also presented. 
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